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ABSTRACT

The qualitative study presented in this paper explored the perspectives of service-users, family members and staff about the impact of travel issues on the lives of mental health in-patients and carers. This topic was chosen because it was prioritised by members of Xplore, a service-user and carer research group, and has received little research attention. Travel problems were a significant issue for many service-users and carers, bound-up with mental health issues and the recovery experience. Travel facilitation through the funding of taxis and the provision of guides was greatly appreciated. A few service-users and carers positively valued distancing from their previous home environment. The meaning of travel issues could only be understood in the context of individuals’ wider lives and relationships. The significance of the findings is discussed in relation to the social model of disability.
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INTRODUCTION

The study discussed in this paper offers a qualitative analysis of the impact of travel issues on mental health in-patient service-users and those who support them (carers). We aimed to identify the factors which led research participants to view journeys as easier or more difficult; and to explore perceptions about the impact of travel issues on life quality and the recovery process. In the Discussion section, the findings will be mapped onto a consideration of the spatio-temporal dimension of the social model of disability (Barnes, 1998; Shakespeare & Watson, 1997); and used to develop tentative recommendations for policy and practice in relation to an important but neglected issue.

As documented below, difficult journeys could cause considerable stress for both service-users and carers. In addition, service-users related mobility issues to their recovery in diverse ways. For example, Gemma believed that learning to travel independently would help her to develop control of her own life. In contrast, Diane would have preferred greater distance from her family because she considered her relationships with them to be part of the problem. Carers focused mainly on their own and the service-user’s travel issues. But some felt that their own mobility affected their capacity to contribute to risk management or recovery for their relative. Cara tried to visit her son every day despite facing arduous journeys because she feared that he might commit suicide if she did not maintain this frequency of contact. Dilys, who could easily visit her husband by car, was concerned that his dementia would deteriorate unless she engaged him in daily activities such as going to the canteen.

People who are hospitalised for a period of time on account of mental health problems are distanced from their customary environment. The significance to the lives of service-users and carers of these shifts may not be immediately apparent to hospital staff who are ‘presented’ with large numbers of resident patients. Moreover, the impact of journey difficulty on in-patients and their families has received relatively little research attention. Most studies have been quantitative, concerned with the relationship between travel and treatment take-up. The ‘distance effect’ on use of health services was first documented by Edward Jarvis (1850) who identified a negative correlation between home-hospital distance and admission rates. This effect has been widely documented for a range of services, including mental health (Zulian et al., 2011; Higgs, 2009; Tseng et al., 2008; Allard et al., 2003; Fortney et al., 1999). However, univariate designs confound distance with socio-demographic variables. Multivariate studies (Lovett et al., 2002; Haynes et al.,1999) have demonstrated that a relationship between distance and service uptake exists even if such confounding variables are allowed for. Haynes et al (1999) found a greater reduction in admission rates for mental health in-patient services (37%) compared with geriatric (23%) and elective surgery (17%), suggesting that access to the former is affected particularly strongly by travel issues. Chadwick et al. (2012) concluded from a review of nine studies that service-users themselves see distance as a barrier to accessing and using mental health in-patient services.

Loss of connectedness from home communities may impede recovery from mental health problems. A body of research has documented the contribution of social factors such as support networks, employment, living circumstances and homelessness, to mental health outcomes (Islam 2011; Tew et al. 2011; Curtis...
2007), and the central role played by carers (Robinson et al. 2011; Repper, 2009; Happell, 2008). Journey difficulties may detach those who do use residential care from familiar support networks and ‘safe havens’ (Pinfold 2000).

As a result of service cuts, UK mental health in-patients are increasingly likely to be located further from their home residence (Community Care, 23rd April, 2013). The research discussed below contributes towards greater understanding of the consequences for in-patients and carers of such shifts in service delivery.

**METHODOLOGY**

The study aim was to explore the impact, if any, of travel issues on the experiences of mental health in-patients and their carers. This topic was initially identified as a priority by service-user and carer members of the Xplore Research Group. Local concern had perhaps been heightened by a recent reconfiguration of services between two sites, one urban and one rural, located 11.5 miles apart. However, enquiries in a neighbouring local Trust indicated that similar issues can be identified elsewhere.

After the research protocol had been approved by a local NHS Research Ethics Committee, data collection was carried out between 2011 and 2013. An experienced researcher employed by the University of Huddersfield (Lavender) undertook the interviews, either individually or jointly with service-user Xplore members who were given qualitative research methods training. Sampling was designed to include current in-patients and associated carers who were likely to have experienced relatively easy and more difficult journeys between their home base and the hospital. These journeys were mostly to and from the two main Trust hospital sites, the urban Hospital ‘X’ and rural Hospital ‘Z’. The two hospitals had a total of 150 beds and a staff establishment of about 200.

In order to preserve confidentiality, in-patients were identified via staff who were asked to approach individuals who met one of the two journey criteria. Those who were interested in discussing possible participation could contact the researchers via a stamped-addressed-envelope, email or telephone. Following a face-to-face discussion, those who agreed to be interviewed signed a consent form confirming that they understood that their participation was voluntary, that the interview would be audio-recorded and that they could withdraw from the study at any time. They also agreed to the researcher asking a staff member a screening question designed to ensure that it was safe for them to be involved in the research. Service-users were asked if they would consent to a person who supported them being asked to take part in the study. Those who agreed were asked to pass on an information pack to the person they nominated and a similar procedure for recruiting this person was undertaken. Service-users and carers were paid £10 for their participation in the research plus reasonable travel expenses.

In total, 11 in-patients were interviewed, 4 from Hospital X and 7 from Hospital Z. Of these 11 service-users, 4 were considered to have relatively easy, and 7 harder journeys between their usual residence and hospital in-patient location. It was only possible to recruit 3 carers associated with an interviewed service-user. Subsequently, 5 additional carers were recruited. Staff views were explored via a
single recorded focus group held in May 2013. The 7 attendees included hospital ward staff, occupational therapists, community psychiatric nurses and social workers, contacted through Trust staff networks. Interviews with service-users and carers and data analysis were undertaken concurrently until data saturation had been achieved, i.e. no new information was being generated. The subsequent staff focus group was used to obtain a service-provider perspective on the issues which had been identified.

Interviews with service-users and carers took 45-90 minutes to complete, and the staff focus group interview lasted for about 90 minutes. Lightly structured topic lists were used to guide discussions about interviewee perceptions of travel issues and their wider significance. After brief background questioning about previous experiences of mental health services, service-users and carers were asked about present and earlier travel between their home and in-patient facilities for themselves and for visitors. Staff focus group participants were invited to comment in general terms on the significance of travel issues for service quality and recovery, drawing on selected quotations from service-user and carer interviews.

Interview transcripts were analysed by one or more members of the Xplore research group using a shared thematic coding frame which evolved as the research continued. Data analysis was based on the principles of grounded theory set out by Strauss and Corbin (1990). The data were analysed in three overlapping stages of open, axial and selective coding. Open coding involved locating data items into one or more categories, for example for forms of journey difficulty. Axial coding was concerned with identifying properties of categories such as dimensional range, for instance in attitudes towards journey difficulties; and with mapping relationships between categories, for example between mobility mastery and recovery. Selective coding involved choosing a single category around which the entire analysis became focussed, in this case the management of travel issues in relation to participants’ wider lives.

Emergent categories were tentatively validated through monthly meetings involving service-user, academic and health professional members of Xplore. The contribution of service-users was particularly valuable as they were able to relate research participants’ comments to their own experiences. The overall analysis around the core category was assessed through the staff focus group, a stakeholder conference and informal interviews with service-users cared for at a neighbouring Trust. Those consulted strongly endorsed the key conclusion that travel issues can impact substantially on the lives of service-users and carers and on the recovery process.

**FINDINGS**

The findings will be presented in two main sections. The first section focusses on what makes journeys seem easier or more arduous, whilst the second section explores the wider meaning of travel issues.

**Journey Difficulty**

The material in this section has been organised around methods of transport. We will first explore the concerns which could arise even for those who had good personal
car access; then consider the use of taxis and public transport; and conclude by discussing the role of ‘virtual’ electronic travel.

Private transport

Journey issues could arise even for families who possessed private transport, as discussed below. However, its availability often made travel to and from hospital unproblematic.

*Going back to just transport for a minute if I can, I mean for me that [visiting] isn’t a problem because I drive and I have got a car.* (Dilys, carer aged 60-65, wife of David aged 65-70, Hospital Z)

Similarly, for service-users whose carers could transport them easily by car, travel between hospital and home was not an issue.

**Interviewer:** So how do you get there, when you go home?  
**Respondent:** [Husband] picks me up in the car … He finishes earlier on a Wednesday, about three o’clock, so I just meet him in the car park. (Diane, service-user aged 30-35, Hospital Z)

In this case, travel home for the service-user was particularly convenient because her family carer was able to fit collecting the service-user into his life-schedule. Ironically, Diane found this ease of access to be a mixed blessing because she sought to distance herself from family members in order to focus on her own mental health, as discussed in the second main section of the paper.

Although good access to a car mostly rendered travel unproblematic, some carers who owned cars did identify difficulty with journeys which they undertook frequently.

*Well it was [Kirsten’s] choice [which hospital to be in]. I mean it’s easier for us. I mean we’ve said all along, “it’s the fact that it’s half the distance to drive, but we’re not bothered. We’ll come and see you wherever, whatever”.* (Eric, carer aged 50-60, father of Kirsten aged 20-25, Hospital X)

Problems with car travel could also arise in relation to a service-user’s mental state.

*She was sectioned, but they couldn’t provide any transport to take her there. And I wasn’t very happy, sort of, because of the state she was in, to be driving alone in a car with her, so the next day she was picked up by an ambulance.* (Andrew, carer aged 75-80, husband of Ava aged 65-70, Hospital Z)

Although his wife was prone to violent outbursts, and had been sectioned, Andrew had been asked to drive her to hospital because no other transport was available. But he had declined because he was concerned that he would not be able to cope with her agitation whilst driving her to hospital, a 50 mile trip. Ava’s retrospective account suggests that his fear was well-founded.

*Well I was quite worked up … I was [laughs] completely out of the wilds of Africa, you know, and really very wildernessy - I am a wildernessy person by
Despite having to travel 50 miles each way to the two hospitals where his wife had been residing, Andrew did not find travelling to visit her particularly problematic. He did complain, as did other carers, about having to pay substantial parking charges for just collecting his wife. One carer with disabilities had experienced more serious parking problems.

It's very difficult for me to visit ... If I can't park in the disabled, it's miles away [from the main car park]. I can't walk very far. It takes me ages sometimes to get in and out. (Harry, carer aged 60-65, father of Hannah aged 22, Hospital X)

Thus, travel problems could arise even where private transport was readily available. The following sub-sections consider the issues which could arise for service-users and carers who relied on taxis and public transport.

Travel by taxi

For many service-users and carers who did not have access to private transport, taxis were their preferred option, but cost was a barrier to their use. Gemma contrasted her ability to make short home visits by taxi from her present in-patient location with the unaffordability of doing so from a more distant hospital.

So, it's doable, getting home from here [Hospital X] in a taxi. I can just about afford that. It's worth it to go off the ward for a few hours, but obviously in contrast to [Hospital Z], it seems a lot better. (Gemma, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

Ben, the only service-user who mentioned receiving a taxi allowance, used this funding to travel home.

Sometimes I use buses, sometimes I use trains. But with getting a disability allowance, I get £70 a week for taxis, and I do use this money for taxis. (Ben, service-user aged 50-55, Hospital Z)

In addition, he was given regular lifts by members of his assertive outreach team. Overall, he enjoyed an unusual level of support with respect to meeting his transport needs.

Public transport

Although buses and trains was more affordable than taxis, many service-users and some carers felt unable to manage these forms of transport.

Respondent: I wouldn't get on the bus.
Interviewer: Can you tell me why?
Respondent: I don't like all the people.
Interviewer: … So if you're not here in hospital, and you want to get about places?
**Respondent:** I have to get a taxi. (Fay, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

Callum indicated that his family did not visit him because they had no alternative to public transport, which they felt unable to cope with.

**Interviewer:** Have you had any relatives visit?
**Respondent:** No, no.
**Interviewer:** Why do you think that is.
**Respondent:** Cos it’s too far out to get someone visiting you ... Yeah, too difficult to find it as well. (Callum, service-user aged 18-20, Hospital Z)

Members of the staff focus group considered that journey difficulty following relocation of some Trust in-patient services to a more distant site had become a significant problem for service-users and carers.

*It [travel difficulty] has a massive impact. It impacts on everybody. I think initially it impacts on the service-users, and the biggest complaint, or the biggest concern that they have - I shouldn’t say complaint because it’s a valid concern - is the fact that they are travelling two or three buses at a time ... And I can give you an example of an 80 year old man who was physically not too well, and he travelled every day to see his wife. It is sad to see that happen.* (Megan, staff focus group)

Some service-users and carers did use public transport even for complex journeys involving multiple changes, but could struggle to cope. A particularly serious problem was fitting long journeys to the fixed timings of visits and home leave. The interviewer helped the carer quoted below through the questions because English was not her first language, itself an issue with respect to managing public transport.

**Interviewer:** But when he [son] was at [Hospital Z], you had to take three buses to get there?
**Respondent:** Yeah.
**Interviewer:** And how long did that take you?
**Respondent:** Oh goodness. Well, if I leave my home ten o’clock, I get there nearly two.
**Interviewer:** So, nearly four hours? It takes you nearly four hours to get there?
**Respondent:** Yeah, yeah.
**Interviewer:** Right. And then sometimes you went there, and you weren’t allowed to see him?
**Respondent:** No. (Cara, carer aged 65-70, mother of Charan aged 35-40, Hospital X)

Similarly, service-users could find that the length of journeys by public transport in relation to the permitted leave-time available precluded visits home.

*I’ve found it very hard just trying to get home, because when you get leave so many hours a day, it took that amount of leave just to get there on a train, to get there, never mind getting back and doing stuff at home.* (Jason, service-user aged 30-35, Hospital Z)
Helen regretted being unable to go home without preplanning her journey.

**Respondent:** Those that live near can go home without warning, you know, like I used to do at [Hospital X]. I used to be up in morning and go home, home and back at 8 o’clock at night you know. They do the same here … But I can’t, ‘cos I live so far away. For them it’s easy. (Helen, service-user aged 60-65, Hospital Z)

Her notion of living too far away was calibrated in relation to the demands of a manageable daily round-trip.

Some service-users who did use direct public transport ruled out undertaking complex journeys involving bus changes because they considered them too stressful or felt that they lacked the required navigational skills. Gemma would only contemplate bus travel which didn’t involve changes, and assessed herself as not well enough to undertake even these journeys at the time of interview.

*I find getting the bus very stressful anyway, so unless it’s one direct bus to somewhere - and, at the moment, I can’t even do that.* (Gemma, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

Jason was daunted by fear of getting lost in his new local town.

**Interviewer:** Do you ever go into the centre of [Town A]?
**Respondent:** No.
**Interviewer:** … Why’s that?
**Respondent:** Probably get lost for starters. I’ve only just found my way round [Town B]. (Jason, service-user aged 30-35, Hospital Z)

Such comments suggest that some service-users could benefit from support in using public transport, the issue discussed below.

**Guided public transport**

Some service-users valued, or would have welcomed, being able to make accompanied train or bus journeys. Although reluctant to use buses on her own, Diane felt comfortable about travelling on public transport with a nurse ‘guide’.

**Respondent:** Well, I find that [solo bus travel] quite stressful. Really, just because of how I am at the moment and just because I’ve not got a bus for so long, I guess …
**Interviewer:** So how would it be if you had to do that without the nurse’s help? Respondent: I wouldn’t do it. I find it too stressful. (Diane, service-user, age 30-35, Hospital Z)

Similarly, Ezra felt that family members would need initial navigational support in order to be able to visit him in hospital via public transport.

*He’s saying that … [his daughters] have got the offer of having a lift. That’s really good because it will give his daughters an idea where [hospital] is, and*
how long the distance is, and for the next visit it will help them plan. They’ll probably come back by public transport, so it’ll give them a good idea of the distance and what they’ll need to do in order to prepare for it via public transport. (Translator for Ezra, service-user aged 65-70, Hospital X)

Ezra felt that being driven to hospital would enable his daughters to develop a mental map of the hospital location in relation to where they lived, and thereby help them to manage subsequent complex journeys by public transport.

Virtual ‘travel’

Service-users and carers could draw on phones, texts and the internet to complement or substitute for visits. Cara reported that her son rang her four times per day at specific times.

He ring every morning, eight o’clock … Then he ring half-past twelve … Then ring half-past five, then in the evening, [and then at] ten [o’clock]. (Cara, carer aged 65-70, mother of Charan aged 35-40, Hospital X)

Mother and son were both worried about the other’s well-being, Cara with respect to Charan’s personal safety, diet and hygiene, and Charan in relation to Cara’s physical health problems.

Phone conversations served mostly as a means for maintaining contact with family and friends. Helen appreciated calls from family members which helped her to maintain relationships between visits.

I look forward to me visitors, or, like, someone ringing up on the phone to see how you are. And that helps, it does, it does … I’ll ring tonight to see how she [dog] is and how they [family] are, and that. (Helen, service-user aged 60-65, Hospital Z)

Although phone contact was valued, mostly as a complement to face-to-face contact, respondents also identified its limitations.

Respondent: I ring them [family] often, over the phone, and stuff like that.
Interviewer: So you have some sort of contact?
Respondent: Some sort of contact, yeah.
Interviewer: Is that good, is that enough, or is it just a bit frustrating?
Respondent: Bit frustrating cos you can’t really - you want to just sit down with someone and have a chat. Over the phone … it’s difficult to have a chat.
(Callum, service-user aged 18-20, Hospital Z)

Some service-users felt that the constraints of phone communication made it too daunting to be of use, and preferred texting

Usually I just text people. I’m not one for talking on the phone. I get scared.
(Fay, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)
Gemma linked her ability to cope with phone conversations to how well she was feeling.

So, at least having my phone here, I can text my friends, because there are days when I just don’t want to talk to people. And I can at least send my Mum a text and say, “Having a bad day”, you know, “I’m alright but please don’t ring”; or send my friends a text to tell them that I am okay but I don’t feel like talking.

(Gemma, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

Gemma also found the internet useful for keeping in touch, but felt frustrated at the lack of access in her present location.

I mentioned about the computers at [Hospital Z] … It sounds silly, but a lot of my friends I keep in contact with on the internet. But not being able to use the internet in here [Hospital X] is quite disorientating in a way. Its something that I think could be really beneficial to people in here.

(Gemma, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

Variation in access to electronic communication could cause distress, as conveyed by Gemma’s use of the term ‘disorienting’. She had also found that rules limiting mobile phone use had constricted her ability to keep in touch through this medium,

You can have your mobile phone on this ward [in Hospital X]. But at [Hospital Z], you are not allowed your mobile phone hardly at all. If you want to send a text message, I had to be supervised whilst doing so. You could only use the phone in the corridor where everybody can hear you.

(Gemma, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

Gemma’s response brings out the importance to her of being able to make phone calls privately, without being overheard. Similarly, Helen, who didn’t possess a mobile phone, expressed frustration that her access to the ward phone was limited and intermittent.

I can get through, if they’ll let me get through on the phone, I’ll ring them [family].

(Helen, service-user aged 60-65, Hospital Z)

The quotation conveys Helen’s sense of powerlessness in relation to having to get permission to use the ward phone to contact her family.

Journeys in their Life Context

Service-user and carer attitudes concerning journeys to and from hospital residential locations are bound up with the meanings which such travel has for them in their wider lives and relationships. Four issues which emerged from the data will be briefly documented below: minimising separation; patients reacquiring ‘freedom of the locality’ as a stage in the recovery process; carers taking an active treatment role; and maintaining therapeutic distance.

Travel to minimise separation
Being separated from one’s wider life could itself cause considerable psychological distress.

*That’s the first time, the first time I seen them [family] for ages while I’ve been in here … It’s been awful for everyone it has. It’s me grandchildren I miss and everything, all sorts. It’s been awful.* (Helen, service-user aged 65, Hospital Z)

Helen also expressed concern over the state of her home which had been left unoccupied whilst she was in hospital.

*If they can’t [discharge me], I’ll ask him if they can get somebody to go with me to [Town A] … and seeing if me home’s alright, and everything.* (Helen, service-user aged 65, Hospital Z)

As documented above, being accompanied on journeys provided a means for mitigating such unwanted separations. Gemma depicted a downward spiral in which being unable to return to the home which she shared with housemates compounded her fear that they would reject her permanently.

*So because I couldn’t go home, I got scared of going home. I was terrified that my housemates didn’t want to speak to me because I’d been causing chaos.* (Gemma, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

The last two quotations both illustrate ways in which travel issues, separation from former life and mental health problems could compound each other.

**Mobility contributing to recovery**

Jason valued daily outings as a means of structuring his daily life as a hospital resident.

*Interviewer: So getting out and about for you, how important is that?*
*Respondent: Very important. Just gives me something to focus on.* (Jason, service-user aged 30-35, Hospital Z)

Some service-users and carers saw increased contact with the world outside the hospital as a marker of progress towards recovery, although this symbolic interpretation of mobility enhancement could be contested. Gemma’s psychiatrist had strongly encouraged her to go out on her own. She had resisted doing so, partly as a result of anxiety, but also because she had not resolved her alcohol problem. Nevertheless, she had come to accept that she was not going to recover until she had accomplished solo journeys.

*I’m aware that you’ve got to [go out independently on visits]. Otherwise, I am not going to get out of here. If I don’t take some control, I am either going to end up going out completely unprepared, because I have got to leave at some point, or not being able to go out because I am not showing any inclination to get better.* (Gemma, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

For this reason, she felt ambivalent about travel being organised for her.
I think although in a way it could be helpful if there was transport laid on, in a way that’s taking away the control, because me ordering that taxi, you know, phoning for that taxi, and getting that taxi myself, is a big part of me taking control of going out. (Gemma, service-user aged 25-30, Hospital X)

In one case, it was possible to compare the perspectives of service-users and carers about the wider meanings of travel issues. This example demonstrates that they do not necessarily hold similar views. Kirsten’s parents regarded her movement to a hospital closer to home as a sign of progress towards re-entry into the community.

So it’s her choice [to move to Hospital Z]. So I think the great thing for her is she feels as though she’s halfway back home, which is really good. (Eric, carer aged 50-60, father of Kirsten aged 20-25, Hospital X)

This interpretation conflated geographical proximity with recovery progress, perhaps because the former took the service-user nearer to their historic home territory. However, Kirsten, speaking with considerable hesitation, eventually challenged the above account of her motivation.

Interviewer: You were just telling me a minute ago about how you’d quite like to be transferred to [Hospital Z] because it’s a lot closer to home.
Respondent: ... Well, actually, I just wanted a change of scenery. (Kirsten, service-user aged 20-25, Hospital X)

Eric was aware of his daughter’s perspective, which he found puzzling.

She actually said something quite strange as well before the move … Someone was asking her why she wanted to move, and one of the things she said [was] … “Oh, I just fancy a change”. (Eric, carer aged 50-60, father of Kirsten aged 20-25, Hospital X)

Such divergences in accounts about the wider meaning of travel could be bound up with wider family dynamics. In this case, Kirsten’s parents viewed her relocation closer to their home as a sign of progress towards recovery, whilst she aspired to developing independence.

Carers taking an active treatment role

Some carers considered frequent contact with the service-user to be vitally important because it allowed them to update themselves over short time periods about their relative’s health, and/or to monitor their care. Cara strove to see her son daily because she feared that he might kill himself.

Interviewer: So it’s easy for you to go to [Hospital X] but very difficult to get to [Hospital Z]?
Respondent: Oh, very difficult, yeah.
Interviewer: Were you trying to go to hospital to see him everyday at [Hospital Z]?
Respondent: Every day ... He says, “I kill myself. They kill myself. They’re killing me.” So my other son, he work in Ireland, he says, “Mum, you go there and sit down and see him, no cry front of him”. ... I says, “Look, I just see my son is alive”. (Cara, carer aged 65-70, mother of Charan aged 35-40 Hospital X)

Dilys whose husband had developed dementia visited him nearly every day, partly because she considered that the service was not driving forward his rehabilitation.

I feel if we are not even getting him out to take him to the canteen to have a drink, we are losing the option of bringing him home really, because we are not even keeping things that were okay before he went in still okay, you know. (Dilys, carer aged 60-65, wife of David aged 65-70, Hospital Z)

Maintaining therapeutic distance

A few research participants positively valued the social distance arising from their in-patient residence. Diane did not want to venture out.

Interviewer: Are you able to go out much? ... Or do you tend to stay in the ward? 
Respondent: It varies really. I can go out if I want to. But …, for reasons, I choose not to. (Diane, service-user aged 30-35, Hospital Z)

She also felt that she was too accessible to visits from her children.

Interviewer: So how often do you see your children when you’re here? 
Respondent: Twice a week at the moment. 
Interviewer: And how’s that? Is it nice to see them? 
Respondent: Well, they’re part of the problem. (Diane, service-user aged 30-35, Hospital Z)

Similarly, Eric, the father of Kirsten, challenged the assumption that distance was necessarily harmful to recovery.

Where distance is great, like in our case, where there was no local alternative or something, there is a risk, isn’t there, that people get transferred. So you know there’s a kind of assumption distance is bad, and therefore distance needs to be shortened. And there might be some examples where doing that is actually not in the best interest of the … patient. (Eric, carer aged 50-60, father of Kirsten, aged 20-25, Hospital X)

This comment appears to contradict Eric’s view, quoted above, that Kirsten moving closer to home would represent progress towards recovery and discharge. Thinking more generally than in the particular case of his daughter, he was, perhaps, challenging his own assumptions, also questioned by Kirsten.

Giles’ parents had decided to curtail contact with him in order to see what impact such withdrawal would have on him.
Interviewer: So going back to [Hospital A], when he was there, did you have any contact with him while he was there?

Respondent: We only went, only once, cos he were far away, because we wanted to leave him on his own for a - you know, see how it goes … We did want to see him, but not like that … He wouldn’t talk to us. Because it were far away, and there’s no point going there. (Gia, carer, aged 65-70, mother of Giles aged 30-35, Hospital A)

Journey difficulty, a desire to trial therapeutic separation and their son’s refusal to communicate had compounded into a reluctance to visit him. In consequence they had only seen him once in six weeks at the more distant location.

DISCUSSION

This paper has explored travel issues identified by mental health in-patients, carers and staff, a topic prioritised by service-user and carer members of the Xplore research group. The research focus was thereby shaped by stakeholder concerns, and this process enabled a relatively neglected but important issue to be identified for investigation. In terms of Arnstein’s (1969) eightfold ladder of citizen participation, the project operated at level six through full partnership between service-user and carer researchers, the supporting Trust and academics.

The findings can be mapped onto the social model of disability (Barnes, 1998; Shakespeare & Watson, 1997). As argued by Kitchin (1998, p. 344), the marginalisation of people with disabilities cannot be understood ‘without an appreciation of the socio-spatial processes that reproduce social relations’. Personal mobility limitations in modern environments predicated on the assumption of quick travel (Freund, 2001) create barriers to many forms of social participation, for example in relation to employment (Danieli and Wheeler, 2006), use of services (Dowling and Dolan, 2001), participation in higher education (Goode, 2007) and enjoyment of leisure facilities (Thompson and Emira, 2011).

The social model allows prevailing thinking about disability to be inverted, so that issues of personal mobility are reframed as shortcomings of transport systems (Zarb, 1995). Considering this issue in relation to mental health widens the scope of analyses which have mainly addressed mobility in terms of bodily and visual impairments. The present research findings have shown that lack of confidence and resources can also be powerful barriers to transport usage. Crucially, personal mobility limitations are embedded in two processes of social exclusion for people with mental health problems: firstly, the societal processes which have led to many services being spatially separated from large centres of population; and, secondly, socio-economic deprivation which operates as both a risk factor for, and a consequence of, disability. Such exclusion carries symbolic as well as practical significance (Freund, 2001). Conversely, regaining ‘freedom of the locality’ (Heyman, Huckle and Handyside, 1998) can be bound up with a sense of recovery.

Caution must always be exercised in generalising from a small-scale, locally based, qualitative study. The identified level of concern about travel problems may have been raised by specific local factors, including reactions to recent and ongoing service relocations in the host Trust. Journey difficulty will be affected by geography,
demography, personal resources and transport infrastructure. In this case, significant features included the location of the two main Trust residential sites in the centre of a medium-sized city and a rural area some distance away, the complexity of bus routes which required several changes, and high levels of relative socioeconomic deprivation. Respondent self-selection could have generated a bias towards those who were concerned about getting to and from hospital sites. However, the sampling strategy adopted was designed to recruit individuals who might be expected to experience easy as well as difficult journeys.

Staff who participated in the focus group understood the difficulties which could arise for both patients and family members from unwanted separation. Differences may be expected between the perspectives of those who undertake front-line care and management roles. This difference is cross-cut by variations between the frameworks of those who view mental health care through different professional lenses, for instance those of medicine, hospital and community nursing and occupational therapy (Shaw et al., 2007). Nevertheless, the findings reflect an overall systemic disjuncture (Japp and Kusche, 2008) between the orientations of service-designers and those of patients and their families. Patients present themselves to hospital-based service-providers primarily as individuals needing treatment. From this perspective, service-users’ wider lives tend to be unreflectively backgrounded, even rendered invisible. The socially organised interpretive framing which underpins this view of patients can easily be lost sight of. Patients and those who share their worlds with them have more direct and comprehensive views of their previous, present and future lives. They do not experience themselves as ‘cases’. For them, hospital residence involves a separation, not always unwelcome, between their past and current socially situated selves. Although a similar dynamic affects in-patients with physical complaints, their situation differs in two respects. Firstly, their hospital stays tend to be for much shorter periods. Secondly, disruptions to the lives of mental health service-users directly affect the problems which healthcare is attempting to address.

The findings allow a number of significant practice and policy developments to be recommended for further consideration. Greater awareness of the meaning to patients and carers of separation from their previous lives could generate more rapid recoveries and enhance service quality. An exceptional but disturbing account was given by one carer, Cara, who travelled for several hours to see her son only to be told that visiting hours had finished. Some in-patients feared that separation from their former lives could result in irreversible damage. For example, Gemma worried that her housemates might reject her when she eventually returned home; and Helen was concerned that her empty house might deteriorate whilst unoccupied. The implications, not always negative, of placing patients far from their home residence need to be systematically considered. If location entailing a difficult journey is required on account of bed availability or service configuration, the consequences for patients and carers should be taken into account in individual care-planning. Service-users who found public transport stressful valued being able to afford taxis. Funding their provision might provide a highly cost-effective contribution to recovery.

Several service-users mentioned that they valued, or would have valued, the availability of a ‘guide’ to accompany them on journeys which they presently found stressful. Expansion of this form of support might make a significant contribution to
recovery by helping patients to become more confident about their travel capability. Travel issues such as changing buses which many people find stressful may become daunting to individuals with mental health problems. Travel guidance and support for carers may facilitate contact and so contribute indirectly to recovery. Attempting to facilitate access to and from carers would also contribute to recognising their potentially invaluable role in the recovery process.

Finally, the important role of electronic media in enabling patients to sustain ongoing relationships should be recognised in policies and practice. Conversely, recent developments in ‘telemental’ (Simms, 2011) therapies offer alternatives, where and when appropriate, to hospital treatment. Even if this consideration has to be balanced against others such as safety and avoiding disruption to hospital routines, ‘virtual travel’ should be considered as an important tool for facilitating the recovery process.
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¹ A Trust manager indicated that the host Trust had had to curtail expenditure on taxis for patients on account of escalating expense. Given severe resource constraints, service-providers cannot avoid making hard choices. However, a different view might be taken if personal mobility was seen as a major component of the recovery process.

² We were advised that the Trust in which the research was located does allow mobile calls, subject to considerations about risk and disturbance to others. However, the accounts given by service-users suggested that this policy may be variably interpreted in practice.